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ABSTRACT 

Positions of hydrogen atoms in molecules are fundamental in many aspects of chemistry. 

Nevertheless, most of molecular structures are obtained from refinements of X-ray data 

exploiting the independent atom model (IAM), which uses spherical atomic densities and 

provides bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms that are too short compared to the neutron 

reference values. To overcome the IAM shortcomings, the wave function-based Hirshfeld 

atom refinement (HAR) method has been recently proposed, emerging as a promising strategy 

able to give element-hydrogen bond distances in excellent agreement with the neutron ones in 

terms of accuracy and precision. In this Letter, we propose a significant improvement of HAR 

based on the idea of describing the crystal environment explicitly in the underlying wave 

function calculation through a quantum mechanical embedding strategy that exploits 

extremely localized molecular orbitals. Test-bed refinements on a crystal structure 

characterized by strong intermolecular interactions are also discussed. 
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Nowadays experimental crystal structures are undoubtedly important points of departure to 

start evaluating molecular properties and to perform molecular computations or simulations. 

Of course, the higher the accuracy of the crystal structure, the better the starting point. In this 

framework, a crucial role is actually played by positions and thermal parameters of hydrogen 

atoms, which are fundamental in many aspects and fields of chemistry.1-6 

To obtain reliable hydrogen structural parameters, one should resort to neutron diffraction, 

which really enables to determine hydrogen atoms positions accurately and precisely because 

neutrons are strongly diffracted by atomic nuclei. Nevertheless, the use of this experimental 

technique is intrinsically and strongly limited by the fact that it requires nuclear reactors or 

spallation sources. For this reason, X-ray diffraction remains the method of choice, although it 

is often neglected that practically almost all the X-ray-based structural determinations rely on 

the very basic independent atom model (IAM),7 an approximation that considers the electron 

density of the molecule under exam as sum of tabulated, spherical atomic electron 

distributions previously obtained through quantum mechanical calculations on isolated atoms. 

Therefore, IAM completely neglects the aspherical deformation of the atomic electron 

densities due to chemical bonds. Consequently, since X-rays are diffracted by electrons and 

hydrogen atoms have only one electron, IAM unavoidably leads to element-hydrogen (E-H) 

bond distances that are significantly shorter than those observed from neutron diffraction 

measurements. 

To partially overcome this drawback the E-H bond lengths can be adjusted to tabulated and 

averaged neutron diffraction-based values.8,9 However, this approach lacks flexibility and 

cannot be applied to hydrogen atoms in particular bonding situations. Therefore, refinement 

strategies that enable to obtain accurate and precise E-H bond lengths specifically for 

systems/crystals under examination were proposed in the framework of quantum 

crystallography10-14 over the years. Most of them tried to account for the asphericity of the 
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atomic electron distributions in chemical bonding15 through the multipole models of the 

electron density,16,17 exploiting pseudoatoms databanks18-23 or ad hoc multipole model 

parameters for the hydrogen atom corresponding to its electron density in the H2 molecule24.  

However, in this context, the most important step forward is represented by the more recent 

Hirshfeld atom refinement (HAR) method.25-30 At each iteration of the refinement, this 

technique requires a quantum chemical calculation that provides a molecular electron density 

that is afterwards subdivided into aspherical atomic contributions by exploiting the so-called 

Hirshfeld stockholder partitioning approach31,32. Extensive test-bed refinements have clearly 

shown that HAR is generally able to provide E-H bond distances that are as accurate and 

precise as those obtained from neutron diffraction experiments, also with X-ray diffraction 

data at resolutions as low as 0.8 Å.28 However, the real quality of ADPs resulting from HARs 

is still unclear and, in general, they have to be taken with caution.33,34 In fact, although 

physically reasonable, they do not seem as accurate as those resulting from the refinements of 

neutron data or as those estimated through SHADE35,36 (simple hydrogen anisotropic 

displacement estimator).  

Initially based on Hartree-Fock (HF) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the 

HAR technique has been also recently extended to post-HF multi-determinant strategies.37 

Moreover, to limit its intrinsically higher computational cost and to extend it to the refinement 

of macromolecular crystal structures, HAR has been coupled with libraries of extremely 

localized molecular orbitals38-40 (ELMOs;41-47 see Supporting Information for more details 

about ELMOs and ELMO databanks). This gave rise to the HAR-ELMO approach48 that 

enabled to successfully refine crystal structures of polypeptides, proteins and also 

organometallic compounds at a significantly reduced computational cost compared to 

traditional Hirshfeld atom refinements. In the same context, it is also worth mentioning the 

fragHAR method,49 which combines the traditional HAR technique with the molecular 
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fractionation with conjugate caps (MFCC) strategy50 to speed up the calculations of QM-

based structure factors for polypeptides and proteins.   

Test calculations on HAR have also shown that taking into account the crystal environment is 

crucial to carry out better refinements, especially when strong intermolecular interactions 

(e.g., hydrogen bonds) are present.30 To accomplish this task, instead of performing expensive 

computations on large supermolecules that account for the existing interactions in the crystal, 

point charges obtained from the quantum mechanical calculation at the previous refinement-

step are generally placed at symmetry-generated positions around the reference crystal unit 

within a given radius from any atom (default value set equal to 8 Å).25-27 This simple strategy 

generally speeds up the convergence of the HAR procedure and, above all, it improves the 

agreement with neutron results. 

In this Letter, we introduce a new and significant step forward for the embedding technique in 

HAR. Instead of simply using a cluster of point charges, in the refinement process we propose 

to mimic the crystal environment of the reference unit at a fully quantum mechanical level by 

exploiting a novel embedding approach: the quantum mechanics / extremely localized 

molecular orbital (QM/ELMO) method,51-53 namely a technique that successfully enables to 

treat the most important (or chemically relevant) region of the system under examination at a 

higher level of theory (HF, DFT or post-HF levels), while the remaining part is described 

through frozen extremely localized molecular orbitals previously transferred from the recently 

constructed ELMO libraries40 or from proper tailor-made model molecules. Along this line, 

another possibility considered in this work is the coupling of HAR with the more recent 

QM/ELMO/MM technique, a three-layer approach where the outermost region is treated by 

means of classical Molecular Mechanics (MM).54 

As in a traditional Hirshfeld atom refinement, also for the new version of the method 

proposed in this work, it is necessary to define a reference crystal-unit, which must 
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correspond at least to the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure that one wants to refine. 

After this preliminary definition, the new embedded-HAR technique consists in the following 

self-consistent cycle: 

1. Quantum chemical computation on the reference unit. In our case, instead of a simple QM 

calculation or a QM computation with an embedding cluster of point charges, we perform 

a QM/ELMO or QM/ELMO/MM calculation in which the chosen reference crystal unit is 

fully treated at QM level (HF, DFT or post-HF), while the crystal environment (i.e., the 

other symmetry-generated units within a given radius from any atom of the reference unit) 

is described through transferred extremely localized molecular orbitals and, in the 

QM/ELMO/MM case, also through a classical MM force field (see Figure 1). This allows 

a complete or partial quantum mechanical treatment of the embedding due to the crystal 

environment (see Supporting Information for more details about the QM/ELMO51-53 and 

QM/ELMO/MM54 methods). 
 

2. Partitioning of the electron density into Hirshfeld atoms. The stockholder Hirshfeld 

partitioning technique31,32 is used to subdivide the reference-unit electron density 𝜌(𝒓) 

(i.e., the electron density of the QM region) obtained at the previous step into aspherical 

atomic contributions {𝜌!(𝒓)} according to the following equation: 

𝜌!(𝒓) = 𝑤!(𝒓)	𝜌(𝒓)							(1), 

where 𝑤!(𝒓) is the Hirshfeld partitioning function for the generic atom 𝐴. This is given 

by the spherically averaged atomic density 𝜌!"(𝒓) of atom 𝐴 divided by the sum of the 

spherically averaged densities associated with the atoms in the reference crystal-unit 

(namely, divided by the “promolecular” density of the reference crystal-unit): 

𝑤!(𝒓) =
𝜌!"(𝒓)

∑ 𝜌#"(𝒓)$%&"'(
#)*

					(2) 
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Figure 1. Schematic representations (with xylitol molecules in polyhedral rendering) of the crystal 

environment treatment in the ELMO-embedded Hirshfeld atom refinements: A) QM/ELMO and B) 

QM/ELMO/MM cases. Red: central QM unit; blue: ELMO subsystem; cyan: MM region.   
 

3. Computation of structure factors. The aspherical atomic density functions {𝜌!(𝒓)} 

resulting from point 2 are Fourier transformed to get the corresponding thermally 

averaged atomic form factors, which are then summed to obtain the global calculated 

structure factor amplitudes ./𝐹𝒉,%-,/1 , with 𝒉  as the generic triad of Miller indices 

characterizing each reflection. 

4. Least-squares minimization of the statistical agreement 𝜒. . The calculated and 

experimental structure factor amplitudes (here indicated as ./𝐹𝒉,%-,/1  and ./𝐹𝒉
/01/1 , 

respectively) are compared to obtain the statistical agreement 𝜒.: 

𝜒. =
1

𝑁2 − 𝑁1
	6

7𝜂/𝐹𝒉,%-,/ − /𝐹𝒉
/01/9.

𝜎𝒉.𝒉

						(3) 

where 𝑁2 is the number of reflections taken into account, 𝑁1 the number of parameters 

used in the model, and 𝜂 a scale-factor that sets the computed structure factor amplitudes 

on the same scale of the experimental ones.	𝜒. is least-squared minimized with respect to 
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𝜂 and the atomic structural parameters (namely, atomic coordinates and ADPs) of the 

chosen reference unit. 

5. Check of convergence. The convergence of the refinement is checked on the atomic 

structural parameters: if it is achieved, the procedure is halted and a refined crystal 

structure is obtained, otherwise the new geometry for the reference crystal unit is used to 

restart the cycle and, in particular, to carry out another QM/ELMO or QM/ELMO/MM 

computation (see point 1 above). 

The new ELMO-based embedded-HAR technique has been implemented by interfacing the 

quantum crystallographic software Tonto55 (Version No. 19.12.17 v. dd352d58), which 

enables to perform Hirshfeld atom refinements, with an in-house modified version of the 

quantum chemistry package Gaussian09,56 where the QM/ELMO and QM/ELMO/MM 

approaches have been coded. Also Tonto (Version No. 19.12.17 v. dd352d58) was slightly 

modified to enable the reading of the QM/ELMO and QM/ELMO/MM formatted checkpoint 

files. In particular, our variants of Tonto and Gaussian09 were coupled through an in-house 

Bash script that follows the philosophy of the lamaGOET57,58 GUI (graphical user interface), 

according to which i) the geometry of the system under exam is passed from Tonto to a 

quantum chemical software in order to perform a QM calculation and ii) the resulting density 

matrix/wave function is afterwards read in Tonto for the subsequent structural refinement, 

repeating the procedure until convergence is reached. A similar strategy is also followed by 

the recently proposed NoSpherA2 system59 that allows to perform HARs through the Olex2 

software60,61 by exploiting wavefunction calculations computed by means of traditional 

quantum chemistry packages. 

To test the refinement method described above, we considered the crystal structure of xylitol, 

which is characterized by strong intermolecular interactions (particularly, hydrogen bonds). 

The X-ray data used for the refinements were collected by Madsen and collaborators62 at 
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122.4 K and up to a resolution of 1.22 Å-1 (no cutoffs were applied). Four different types of 

Hirshfeld atom refinements were performed: i) traditional HARs without embedding, ii) 

HARs with crystal environment given by a cluster of point charges (4 Å and 8 Å as radii to 

define the clusters), iii) HARs with crystal embedding treated at QM/ELMO level (4 Å and 8 

Å as radii to define the ELMO regions), iv) HARs with crystal environment described at 

QM/ELMO/MM level with an ELMO region up to 4 Å and an MM region from 4 to 8 Å (see 

Figure 1 and also Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Refinements (i) and (ii) were 

performed by exploiting the lamaGOET GUI (https://github.com/lomalaspina/lamaGOET), 

while (iii) and (iv) were carried out using our in-house script. In all cases, the reference 

crystal-unit was described at DFT-B3LYP level of theory with basis-sets cc-pVDZ and cc-

pVTZ. For all the QM/ELMO/MM computations, the MM subsystem was treated by 

interfacing our modified version of Gaussian09 with the Molecular Dynamics package 

AMBER 201663 and exploiting the general AMBER force field (GAFF)64 with charges 

generated using the AM1-BCC model65,66. Finally, the results of the different HARs were 

compared to those obtained through the refinement of corresponding neutron data67 measured 

at 122 K. 

For the sake of completeness, figures of merits and descriptors that show the positive outcome 

of the performed refinements are shown in Table S2 (𝜒., 𝑅, maximum and minimum residual 

density values) and Figure S3 (plots of the Meindl-Henn fractal distributions68). Here we will 

focus on the analysis of the obtained structural results. 

To this regard, let us now consider the positions of the oxygen-bonded hydrogen atoms, 

which are also the atoms involved in strong hydrogen bond interactions with the other xylitol 

units in the crystal. The O-H bond distances resulting from the different variants of HAR are 

shown in Figure 2. Concerning the results obtained with the cc-pVDZ basis set, it is easy to 

observe that the Hirshfeld atom refinement without embedding and the HARs exploiting 
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clusters of point charges significantly underestimate all the neutron reference values, while all 

the ELMO-embedded HARs provide bond lengths that optimally agree with the neutron 

results. The same trends were observed when basis-set cc-pVTZ was used for the underlying 

quantum chemical calculations. In fact, the O-H bond distances obtained through traditional 

HARs without embedding or with embeddings of point charges are systematically shorter 

than the considered reference values, while those resulting from refinements with the crystal 

environment described at ELMO or ELMO/MM level are in very good agreement with the 

benchmark results, except for the O3-H13 bond whose length is overestimated. Furthermore, 

we can interestingly observe that the results do not change when the size of the embedding 

region is varied (4 or 8 Å), but only when a different strategy to treat the crystal embedding is 

adopted. 

The results for the C-H bond lengths are displayed in Figure S4 of the Supporting 

Information. In this case, for both the two considered basis-sets, we can see that the bond 

distances obtained through the different HARs are generally indistinguishable from the 

statistical point of view. This can be explained with the fact that most of C-H bonds in xylitol 

do not establish intermolecular interactions and, therefore, carrying out an embedded QM 

calculation is not really essential to improve the corresponding bond lengths. This is in 

agreement with a recent study conducted by Chodkiewicz et al., who also proposed 

extensions of HAR to other partitioning methods of the electron density.69 However, we can 

also observe that the two cases in which the distances obtained through ELMO-embedded 

HARs differ the most from those resulting from traditional HARs with cluster charges 

correspond to C-H bonds that are involved in hydrogen bond-like contacts with the 

surrounding xylitol units, namely bonds C4-H4 and C1-H1B (see also Figure S5 in the 

Supporting Information, reporting the network of inter- and intra-molecular contacts as 

obtained from PLATON analysis70). 
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Figure 2. O-H bond lengths resulting from the performed Hirshfeld atom refinements, along with the 

neutron crystal structure of xylitol with specification of the atomic labels. 
 

For a more quantitative comparison, in Table 1 we reported the mean absolute deviations 

(MADs) of the determined bond distances from the corresponding reference neutron values. 

Other than C-H and O-H bond lengths already discussed above, in this analysis we also 

specifically considered H⋯A (hydrogen-acceptor) distances and O-H⋯A (oxygen-hydrogen-

acceptor) angles related to the hydrogen bonds established by xylitol in the crystal. 

Concerning the O-H distances, regardless of the used basis-set, for HARs based on 

QM/ELMO and QM/ELMO/MM calculations we have MADs that are significantly lower 
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(even from a statistical point of view) than those resulting from HARs without embedding or 

with cluster charges. For example, considering the cc-pVTZ basis-set, the mean absolute 

deviation associated with the Hirshfeld atom refinement without embedding amounts to 

0.029(11) Å, it decreases to 0.024(10) Å for the HARs with clusters of point charges, and it 

eventually drops to 0.006(6) Å when HAR is coupled with the QM/ELMO and 

QM/ELMO/MM strategies. Analogous results are observed for the H⋯A distances, although 

for the cc-pVTZ basis-set MADs differ by less than one standard deviation. Also for the O-

H⋯A angles, the mean absolute deviations systematically decrease as the crystal environment 

is described more and more accurately. The same trends are observed for the C-H bond 

lengths, but, in agreement with the results already reported in Figure S4, the discrepancies 

associated with the ELMO-embedded refinements are not significantly lower than those 

corresponding to traditional HARs. Similar conclusions can be also drawn from the analysis 

of the mean ratios between HAR and neutron bond lengths, which are reported in the 

Supporting Information (see Table S3) along with the actual values of bond distances and 

angles associated with hydrogen bond-like contacts in the xylitol crystal structure (see Tables 

S4 and S5). Finally, before concluding this discussion on the statistical analyses of the 

obtained bond lengths, two further aspects have to be pointed out. First of all, it is again 

evident that it is the strategy through which the crystal environment is described during the 

refinement that impacts on the final results, and not the size of the embedding region (i.e., 4 

and 8 Å radii always give identical results). Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that the 

standard deviations associated with the MADs for ELMO-embedded HARs are always lower 

than those for the other types of refinements, thus indicating that, on average, we have a lower 

variability of the discrepancies from the neutron results when the crystal environment is 

described more accurately. 
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Table 1. Mean absolute deviations of HAR distances and angles from the corresponding neutron ones, 

as resulting from the performed Hirshfeld atom refinements of the xylitol crystal structure.(a) 

Basis-set / Type of Embedding C-H / Å O – H / Å H⋯A / Å O - H⋯A / ° 

cc-pVDZ     

     no embedding 0.013 0.010 0.029 0.014 0.026 0.014 0.9 0.7 

     4 Å cluster charges 0.012 0.009 0.023 0.012 0.020 0.012 0.7 0.7 

     8 Å cluster charges 0.012 0.009 0.023 0.012 0.020 0.012 0.7 0.7 

     4 Å ELMOs 0.009 0.007 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.4 0.4 

     8 Å ELMOs 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.3 0.4 

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.3 0.4 
         

cc-pVTZ         

     no embedding 0.011 0.008 0.029 0.011 0.025 0.011 0.8 0.7 

     4 Å cluster charges 0.010 0.007 0.024 0.010 0.021 0.011 0.7 0.6 

     8 Å cluster charges 0.010 0.006 0.024 0.010 0.021 0.011 0.7 0.6 

     4 Å ELMOs 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.008 0.004 0.4 0.2 

     8 Å ELMOs 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.004 0.5 0.2 

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.004 0.5 0.2 
(a) For each distance or angle, the first column reports the mean absolute discrepancies, while the 

second one provides the corresponding population standard deviations upon averaging.  
 

As already mentioned above, thermal parameters of hydrogen atoms resulting from HARs do 

not generally seem as accurate as the obtained E-H bond lengths when they are compared to 

neutron reference values, although it is also important to bear in mind that differences 

between X-ray and neutron ADPs may be also caused by other effects, such as absorption, 

extinction, disorder, thermal diffuse scattering, multipole scattering and scan truncation.71,72 

In this regard, we will now examine the anisotropic displacement parameters resulting from 

the Hirshfeld atom refinements carried out in this work with a dual goal: i) completing the 

analysis of the obtained structural data and, above all, ii) understanding whether the quantum 

mechanical treatment of the crystal environment can be also advantageous to improve the 

description of the (hydrogen) anisotropic displacement parameters.  
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In Figures S6 and S7 we showed the refined structures of xylitol with thermal ellipsoids 

corresponding to the obtained ADPs. From visual inspection, except for some differences at 

hydrogens H13, H14 and H15, all the performed HARs provided almost identical results, with 

ellipsoids for the hydrogen atoms that are sometimes more elongated and differently oriented 

compared to the neutron reference ones. To better visualize the discrepancies between the (X-

ray) HAR and neutron ADPs, we also reported PEANUT plots73 in Figures S8 and S9. The 

depicted differences for non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms bonded to carbons are 

visually identical for all the considered HAR strategies, while for hydrogen atoms bonded to 

oxygens the PEANUT isosurfaces corresponding to HARs with ELMO embedding are 

substantially different from those obtained through the other two variants of Hirshfeld atom 

refinement. For a more quantitative analysis, in Tables 2 and 3 we reported the mean absolute 

deviations of the obtained diagonal and non-diagonal ADPs from the corresponding neutron 

values. For non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogens bonded to carbons, all the HARs practically 

gave identical results. On the contrary a trend is observed for the ADPs of hydrogen atoms 

bonded to oxygen, thus confirming what was qualitatively observed in the PEANUT plots. In 

fact, especially for the diagonal elements, the MADs resulting from HARs coupled with the 

QM/ELMO and QM/ELMO/MM calculations are much lower, although not statistically 

different, from those obtained through the other refinements. Analogous conclusions can be 

also drawn from the average ratios of the ADPs diagonal elements (see Table S6 in the 

Supporting Information). 
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Table 2. Mean absolute deviations (in Å2) of the HAR diagonal elements of the ADPs from the 

corresponding neutron values ( 〈"U!"#$$ − U%&'()*+$$ "〉	) for different groups of atoms in xylitol.(a)  

Basis-set / Type of Embedding Non-H H bonded to C H bonded to O 

cc-pVDZ    

     no embedding 0.0018 0.0007 0.0031 0.0026 0.0055 0.0054 

     4 Å cluster charges 0.0018 0.0007 0.0030 0.0027 0.0043 0.0041 

     8 Å cluster charges 0.0018 0.0007 0.0030 0.0027 0.0042 0.0041 

     4 Å ELMOs 0.0018 0.0007 0.0035 0.0026 0.0028 0.0022 

     8 Å ELMOs 0.0018 0.0007 0.0035 0.0027 0.0028 0.0022 

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.0018 0.0007 0.0035 0.0026 0.0028 0.0022 
       

cc-pVTZ       

     no embedding 0.0018  0.0007  0.0049  0.0031  0.0097  0.0066  

     4 Å cluster charges 0.0018  0.0007  0.0048  0.0029  0.0082  0.0055  

     8 Å cluster charges 0.0018  0.0007  0.0048  0.0029  0.0082  0.0055  

     4 Å ELMOs 0.0018  0.0007  0.0050  0.0028  0.0049  0.0036  

     8 Å ELMOs 0.0018  0.0007  0.0050  0.0028  0.0048  0.0037  

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.0018  0.0007  0.0050  0.0028  0.0048  0.0037  
(a) For each group of atoms, the first column reports the mean absolute discrepancies, while the 

second one provides the corresponding population standard deviations upon averaging.  
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Table 3. Mean absolute deviations (in Å2) of the HAR non-diagonal elements of the ADPs from the 

corresponding neutron values ( 〈"U!"#
$, − U%&'()*+

$, "〉 , with 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ) for different groups of atoms in 

xylitol.(a)  

Basis-set / Type of Embedding Non-H H bonded to C H bonded to O 

cc-pVDZ    

     no embedding 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0027  0.0042 0.0027 

     4 Å cluster charges 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0027  0.0039 0.0025 

     8 Å cluster charges 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0027  0.0039 0.0025 

     4 Å ELMOs 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0028  0.0036 0.0021 

     8 Å ELMOs 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0028  0.0036 0.0021 

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0035  0.0028  0.0036 0.0021 
       

cc-pVTZ       

     no embedding 0.0002  0.0002  0.0031  0.0019  0.0042  0.0038  

     4 Å cluster charges 0.0002  0.0002  0.0030  0.0019  0.0037  0.0035  

     8 Å cluster charges 0.0002  0.0002  0.0030  0.0019  0.0037  0.0035  

     4 Å ELMOs 0.0002  0.0002  0.0032  0.0018  0.0032  0.0030  

     8 Å ELMOs 0.0002 0.0002 0.0032 0.0018 0.0032 0.0030 

     4 Å ELMOs + MM (4 Å - 8 Å) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0032 0.0018 0.0032 0.0030 
(a) For each group of atoms, the first column reports the mean absolute discrepancies, while the 

second one provides the corresponding population standard deviations upon averaging.  

 

To rationalize all the above-discussed results, we finally decided to compare the electron 

densities associated with the quantum mechanical calculations underlying the performed 

Hirshfeld atoms refinements. They were computed on the IAM structure of xylitol, which was 

the starting geometry for all the performed HARs. In this way, the obtained electron 

distributions were directly comparable. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the largest 

structural changes in HARs are usually observed at the first iteration, which is therefore the 

most crucial one and usually has the largest influence on the final outcome of the refinement. 

The comparison of the electron densities computed on the starting IAM structure should thus 

allow us to explain the main reasons behind the different results obtained with the HAR 

variants considered in this study. To this aim, using as reference the electron distribution 
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computed at B3LYP level without embedding, in Figure 3 we displayed all the electron 

density differences obtained with basis-set cc-pVTZ (see Figure S10 in the Supporting 

Information for the analogous plots obtained with basis-set cc-pVDZ). We can observe that, 

for all the refinements with embedding, the differences are mainly localized on all the 

hydroxy groups of xylitol. They are significantly more evident in the ELMO-embedded cases, 

for which we also notice some non-negligible variations in correspondence of the C4-H4 and 

C1-H1B bonds whose lengths were indeed those that changed the most among the C-H ones 

when ELMO-embedded HARs were performed. Concerning the density differences detected 

at the hydroxy groups for the ELMO-embedded calculations, we have charge depletions at the 

hydrogens and charge accumulations at the oxygens (particularly, in the directions pointing 

towards the surroundings hydrogens atoms), thus indicating charge density shifts ascribable to 

the hydrogen bond interactions. Therefore, it is clear that the ELMO embeddings allowed to 

significantly and successfully account for those electron density variations that are due to 

intermolecular interactions with the crystal environment, thus leading to O-H (and to some C-

H) refined bond lengths that are in much better agreement with the neutron reference values. 

To summarize, in this Letter we have proposed an improved version of the Hirshfeld atom 

refinement technique consisting in the coupling of the original HAR algorithm with the 

recently proposed embedding methods QM/ELMO and QM/ELMO/MM. Our preliminary 

validation tests on xylitol have shown that, through its more rigorous description of the crystal 

environment, the new version of Hirshfeld atom refinement is fundamental to obtain 

significantly more accurate positions of hydrogen atoms, especially if they are directly 

involved in intermolecular interaction networks. From the test calculations it also emerged 

that a 4 Å ELMO embedding is generally enough to obtain completely satisfactory results, 

without the need of also including an outer Molecular Mechanics layer. Further tests will be 

performed to completely assess all capabilities and limitations of the new approach. However, 
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borrowing the concept of Jacob’s ladder used for the classification of exchange-correlation 

functionals in DFT,74 the strategy proposed in this work could also be seen as an attempt of 

introducing a new rung in the stairway that connects IAM to real crystal structures, thus 

paving the way to future couplings of HAR with other fully QM embedding methods of 

quantum chemistry75,76 in order to carry out more and more accurate X-ray based structural 

refinements. 
 

 

Figure 3. Electron density differences for xylitol obtained for the different embedding schemes 

compared to the calculation without embedding. All the electron densities were computed on the IAM 

structure exploiting the cc-pVTZ basis-set. Contour level: 0.003 e bohr-3; Colors: blue (positive) and 

red (negative). Orientation of the xylitol molecules as in Figure 2. 
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